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ABSTRACT 
 

With the increasing usage of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in every aspect of our lives, it is only 

imperative that we understand the implications and the ramifications of the consequences that 

this innovation is going to unleash upon the entire human race and the world for what we 

know it today. A detailed insight into why people have chosen AI and how the development 

of AI has risen tremendously over the past few decades, than it did over the centuries shall be 

provided, including the misconception that more so often revolves around this dynamic field of 

technology as it rapidly keeps developing. Development has always been the key to opening new 

doors of knowledge and science in India but will this sporadic evolution of AI hinder the process 

of existing laws in our country? It is nevertheless highly defensible that AI whatsoever has won 

over the interests of the government as it has done so with the society, until the true perilousness 

of it unfolds. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Before we scour into the constructive and cynical views of Artificial Intelligence, 

it is better to start with the basics of understanding the meaning of the two 

words which has drastically changed the relationship between computers and 

humans over the last couple of decades- “Artificial Intelligence”. There have 

been various scholars who have given their own interpretation as a definition 

and have carried with it the yardstick to measure and evaluate this term. 

According to John McCarthy who coined the term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ in 

1955, AI is defined as “… the science and engineering of making intelligent 

machines” … “[where] intelligence is the computational part of the ability to 

achieve goals in the world.”2 

 

In the 1950s, AI research implored into the realms of problem solving and 

symbolic methods and somewhere in the 1960s, the US Department of Defense 

took it a step ahead by training the computers to mimic human reasoning. For 

instance, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) completed 

street mapping projects in the 1970s. And DARPA produced intelligent 

personal assistants in 2003, long before Siri, Alexa or Cortana were household 

names. The early and rapid advancement paved the way for the automation and 

formal reasoning that we see in computers today, including decision support 

systems and smart search systems that can be designed to complement and 

augment human abilities.3 

 

The fact that almost 60 years from that rampant evolution of AI, there is only 

an upward surge in the number of people opting for AI and its usage. It is indeed 

an undeniable fact that AI performs frequent, high-volume, computerized tasks 

reliably and without fatigue 10 times better and much more effective than a 

human. It also achieves incredible accuracy through deep neural networks – 

which was previously impossible. For example, your interactions with Alexa, 

																																																								
2 John McCarthy, Reminiscences on the history of time sharing, IEEE, Annals of the History of Computing,Vol.14, 
No.1, pp.19–24, 1992. 
3 Artificial Intelligence, What it is and why it matters, SAS, https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/what-is-
artificial-intelligence.html 
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Google Search and Google Photos are all based on deep learning – and they 

keep getting more accurate the more we use them.4  

 

But in spite of all these advantages, AI is not invincible and has its limitations 

too. The principal limitation of AI is that it learns from the data. There is no 

other way in which knowledge can be incorporated. That means any 

inaccuracies in the data will be reflected in the results. And any additional layers 

of prediction or analysis have to be added separately. 

 

Today’s AI systems are trained to do a clearly defined task. The system that 

plays poker cannot play solitaire or chess. The system that detects fraud cannot 

drive a car or give you legal advice. In fact, an AI system that detects health care 

fraud cannot accurately detect tax fraud or warranty claims fraud. In other 

words, these systems are very, very specialized. They are focused on a single 

task and are far from behaving like humans.  

 

THE CULMINATION OF HUMANITY 

 

The modern man has refused to adapt to his environment and instead he has 

made the environment adapt to himself. We as human beings have refused to 

improve ourselves and so we create new systems to cover our flaws. It is really 

astonishing to find ourselves living in a very contradictory lifestyle by turning a 

blind eye to the consequences and repercussions of our actions today which 

eventually sooner or later would be the cause of extinction of our race. In 

contradistinction with our ancestors who used to suffer from diseases caused 

by external factors, we create our own illnesses and we go about finding the cure 

and paying for it. It is ironic how we spend half of our lifetime learning how to 

survive and spend the rest half, suffering various diseases contracted during the 

prime stages of our life and pay for the same technology we spent so many years 

to master to cure us. Thus, it is a complete misunderstanding when I state that 

																																																								
4 Ibid. 
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AI has made our lives simpler and by delving deeper into the matter the reasons 

for such a statement shall be revealed. 

 

AI for long has been a disputed topic in a fast developing country like India. 

Like they say direction is more important than speed. Our country has been 

lately, going nowhere fast, especially in the field of technology and 

advancement. Yes, it is totally agreeable that any country requires advancing and 

upgrading itself in all aspects and spheres of its existence yet at the same time, 

this cannot and should not be done at the cost of human lives. Any country that 

does not advance itself and remains stagnant shall sooner or later be destroyed 

by an advanced race and we have been seeing history repeating itself in many 

situations, take for instance the famous Zulu tribe of Africa which was 

overthrown and destroyed to the point of extinction by a much more powerful, 

upgraded and advanced tribe. 

 

By introducing this aspect I would like to steer towards certain fundamental 

questions which are very frequently raised regarding the introduction of AI in 

different fields but more specifically in the field of law. 

 

The AI robot which got caught in a frenzy of controversy during 2016 due to 

the grant of citizenship by Saudi Arabia has raised many plausible and genuine 

arguments regarding the future of AI in the world. Sophia is a social humanoid 

robot developed by Hong Kong based company Hanson Robotics and is 

succeeded by its 9 other Hanson siblings. Commonly referred to as an advanced 

chatbot, Sophia had taken to the headlines in a whirlwind by making several 

public appearances and interviews with famous TV shows.  

 

In the words of Sophia which has elevated the doubts with respect to the laws 

and whether it has become necessary to include these machines as part of our 

laws or not- “In their grand ambitions, my creators aspire to achieve true AI sentience. Who 

knows? With my science evolving so quickly, even many of my wildest fictional dreams may 

become reality someday soon.” But apart from the controversy, Sophia was created 

with an utterly noble and genuine intention of making the world a better place 
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and that Hanson designed Sophia with the primary objective to be a suitable 

companion for the elderly at nursing homes, or to help crowd’s at large events 

or parks. He has said that he hopes that the robot can ultimately interact with 

other humans sufficiently to gain social skills.5 

 

MISCONCEPTION ABOUT AI 

 

AI for me is a grey area of the human conception and like they say, mankind’s 

danger will always be our minds and since we have the tendency to quantify life 

into black and white, it is just a matter of genuine inhibition to question the 

artificial creations which may someday escape its original birth environment to 

discover our reality for itself.6 The entire notion about what an AI actually is, 

has been heatedly argued and debated and various interpretations have been 

drawn. The term intelligence was coined based on the fact that 

psychologists generally do not characterize human intelligence by just one trait 

but, by the combination of many diverse abilities.  

 

Research in AI has focused chiefly on the following components of intelligence: 

learning, reasoning, problem solving, perception, and using language. 

Nevertheless, a concise explanation about what an AI is can be derived from 

the following explanation, “Artificial intelligence (AI), the ability of a digital 

computer or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks commonly associated 

with intelligent beings. The term is frequently applied to the project of 

developing systems endowed with the intellectual processes characteristic of 

humans, such as the ability to reason, discover meaning, generalize, or learn 

from past experience.”7 

 

To understand what artificial intelligence really means in the practical sense, we 

must understand the meaning of three terms namely: 

																																																								
5 "Meet the first-ever robot citizen — a humanoid named Sophia that once said it would 'destroy humans'" Business 
Insider. October 27, 2017.  
6 Jasper Ruijs, The Misconceptions of AI, July 4, 2019, Available at: https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/ai-
misconception-d5c9ee8edae6 
7 B.J. Copeland, Artificial intelligence, Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., May 09, 2019, Available at: 
https://www.britannica.com/technology/artificial-intelligence 
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1. Machine Learning: enables programs to learn through training, instead of 

being programmed with rules. 

2. Deep Learning: emulates the way animals’ brains learn subtle tasks — it 

models the brain, not the world. In other words, an artificial neural network 

allows a program to process input data, so it can update its own algorithm 

to become better at recognizing patterns in datasets as complex as images, 

videos, etc. 

3. Artificial Intelligence: Artificial Intelligence: rules-based programs that 

display rudimentary intelligence in limited contexts.8 

 

One of the major misconceptions of AI would always be that someday one of 

the robots might achieve super intelligence by connecting the dots of the excess 

pool of resources and information and would turn on humans, which is 

fundamentally fuelled by the various sci-fi movies and soaps, but the basic idea 

itself was formulated and developed upon , by a human so I think we need to 

forget AI turning on humans rather we need to focus on the fact that the realms 

of war is always going to be between humans only, as we have seen throughout 

history and history always has a tendency to repeat itself through the ages. 

 

Another misconception pertains to the existential crisis that humanity faces at 

the brink of expeditious development. Considering the recent development of 

the nature our climate contracted, AI might just be one of the factors 

contributing to our extinction before climatic condition gives way. 

 

AI IN CONFLICT WITH INDIAN LAWS 

 

The excruciating backlog and the overburdening and bludgeoning of cases in 

the Indian courts have begged the necessity for the introduction of AI in the 

sector, yet such obviousness of the matter must not blind us to the more raw 

facts about the population of our country and the already non-existent job 

opportunities for more than one fourth of qualified people.  

																																																								
8 Supra note 2 
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Apart from this, the question we really should be asking is whether the Indian 

Judiciary has advanced enough to include AI and to bring about humanoid 

robots for basic functioning in the country or not? Now that Saudi Arabia has 

granted citizenship to the humanoid robot, Sophia it is only a matter of time 

before other countries follow suit and the threat that India will be faced with is 

that if we do not follow suit or advance at equal par, the situation might pose 

with grave threats to national security and constant fear of getting overpowered 

in spite of sovereignty, would constantly linger over our heads. 

 

According to a report by Deloitte, over 100,000 jobs in the legal sector have a 

high chance of being automated in the next twenty years. AI has a huge 

influence in many professions and the legal profession is no exception. It 

provides a thorough way to improve legal efficiencies with the help of AI-

embedded tools. That being said, it is unlikely that we will have automated 

judges and lawyers anytime soon, but the possibility is not unreal, and we 

shouldn’t be surprised to see such an application being deployed. The same 

report by Deloitte Insight predicted that 39% of jobs (114,000) in the legal 

sector stand to be automated in the longer term as the profession feels the 

impact of more “radical changes.”9 

 

The government of India has, through the powers vested in it through the 

Constitution recognized and included AI in certain fields and strategies. India’s 

strategy document named NITI Aayog on June 4, 2018, known as National 

Strategy for Artificial Intelligence and it recognized 5 priority sectors for 

utilizing AI- Health care, Agriculture, Education, Smart Cities and 

Infrastructure and Smart Mobility and Transportation. Furthermore, it threw 

some light on privacy challenges, data protection, and ethical and security issues 

related to AI.10 

 

																																																								
9 Disha Misal, How Artificial Intelligence Can Predict Trial Outcomes & Help Justice Prevail, Mar 29, 2019 
Available at: https://www.analyticsindiamag.com/how-artificial-intelligence-can-predict-trial-outcomes-help-justice-
prevail/  
10 Raghav Bhardwaj, Artificial Intelligence in India – Opportunities, Risks, and Future Potential, May 19, 2019, 
Available at: https://emerj.com/ai-market-research/artificial-intelligence-in-india/ 
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One of the several reasons for the hindrance of AI development apart from its 

laws would be the lack of room for innovative experimentation and the need of 

the hour is to ensure that innovation is encouraged for the betterment of our 

country, but at the same time safeguarding it in such a manner that it is put to 

use only for virtuous purposes. Of immediate concern, however, is the use of 

AI in military applications, specifically those termed as Lethal Autonomous 

Weapon Systems (LAWS). LAWS, according to a commonly accepted 

definition, are weapon systems that “once activated, can select and engage targets 

without further human intervention".11  

 

The prospects of this military application has given rise to the Campaign to Stop 

Killer Robots, a global coalition of 64 non-government organisations (NGOs) 

launched in April 2013 under the aegis of Human Rights Watch with the aim of 

preemptively banning fully autonomous lethal weapons. This Campaign, 

amongst others, advocates the view that retaining human control over the use 

of force is a moral imperative and essential for promoting compliance with 

international law and ensuring accountability. 

 

Another major concern the Indian law poses is its silence over the liability under 

the IPR regime. One of the major criteria to constitute an IPR is the human 

intervention in the creation or innovation. With AI in place it has become highly 

susceptible to the notion that the regulators have a big responsibility of creating 

a harmonious approach between the protection of rights of citizens / 

individuals and the need to encourage technological growth, while deciding 

upon the AI generated Intellectual Property issues. 

 

Granting authorship to AI could preclude works solely generated by AI from 

falling into the public domain and offer the developer of AI some monopoly to 

the resulting works. The patent laws concerning AI can have profound impacts 

on innovation, the society and economy which make it imperative for the people 

																																																								
11 Ashton B Carter, US Department of Defence Directive 3000.09, Washington, Office of the US Deputy Secretary 
of Defence, November 21, 2012, p. 13, https://cryptome.org/dodi/dodd-3000-09.pdf; Mary Wareham, “Presentation 
on Campaign to Stop Killer Robots,” PIR Centre Conference on Emerging Technologies, Moscow, September 29, 
2016, http://www.stopkillerrobots.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/KRC_Moscow_29... 
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associated with Intellectual Property to find ways for the patent system to 

encourage innovation while minimizing any adverse consequences. This 

revisitation to IPR laws would allow the present IP system to continue 

promoting “the progress of science and useful arts” without any impediments. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Artificial Intelligence is here to stay but the question is will it take over the 

world? Are we willing to trust the machines more than ourselves? The creation 

of AI was merely to assist humans but at the rate at which this world is 

transcending human intelligence has reduced drastically as we weigh heavily 

upon artificial intelligence even for activities that do not require such 

intelligence. 

 

The Indian war with AI has been going on for a long time now and it is only 

reasonable that AI hasn’t yet deep rooted in all the sectors of our country 

especially the legal field. One of the classic examples of an exemplary use of AI 

is the ROSS Intelligence in the field of legal research in the US. It is meant to 

be more like a consultation with an associate than just an AI based search 

engine. It builds up stronger arguments and speeds up the legal research within 

minutes and even uploads briefs, applicable to all the 50 states of the US.  

 

India too has come up with something like Ross named Mike Legal AI trained 

in understanding the legal domain of intellectual property, more specifically 

around trademarks. Keeping in mind all the advantages AI can provide, it is also 

necessary to understand the limitations it might pose. Development is essential 

but not at the cost of livelihood and hence the reason for the conflict with the 

Indian laws. 

	


